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Xmeye not working on ios 14

Page content uploaded September 17, 2020 5:33 AM in response to myles173 In response to myles173 Unwise, but back up now. There is a small chance you have a hardwareFir problem first try a forced restart that doesn't help you may need to take it for inspection and you will need to support it and clean it, so why
not try it now. The next procedure would be to restore the device and configure the device without restoring a backup, to see if the problem is replicated. First I'd make sure you have a backup so that your data would be saved. Here's a guide to these steps:How to back up your iPhone, iPad and iPod touchRestore your
iPhone, iPad, or iPod to factory settings and see how it willE no improvement send it for repair or replacementIf it works well restore from backup September 17, 2020 5:33 AM Useful Response (2) Thread Response - more options September 17, 2020 3:55 PM in response to peter_watt In response to peter_watt Thank
you Peter - the power reset did not fix my camera problem. I made a backup of my iPhone after the fact, however, it is quite disappointing to consider doing so as this is about a 3 hour process of my order (dependent on backup size). I certainly won't update my iPhone anytime soon, as I don't want to have to restart my
phone after every patch. This is a very bad customer experience. Imagine if I wasn't working in IT and I didn't know how to perform a full backup and restore my iPhone. I hope I don't have to pay Apple for a service repair on my phone after installing its update. September 17, 2020 3:55 PM Helpful Response (1) Topic
Response - more options September 17, 2020 10:50 PM in response to myles173 In response to myles173 OK. Only those with this symptom can attempt an iOS recharge. No use my attempt, because my phones are all OK Sep 17, 2020 10:50 PM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options 18.2020 12:46 AM in
response to myles173 In response to myles173 If you weren't working on IT you could follow the links listed above as they guide you through the step-by-step backup process, or you can watch the following videos: September 18, 2020 12:46 Useful Response Thread Response - more options September 18, 2020 7:50
AM in response to peter_watt In response to peter_watt Thank you William.I hope that all people belonging to generation X or earlier who know nothing or two about technology can jump on the Apple forum to access these videos. Thank you for your time Peter &amp; William. I performed the reset after completing the
encrypted backup on my Windows computer, but no luck. Being in Melbourne, Australia, I'm going to have to wait another month or two until our lockdown before you can enter an Apple store  September 18, 2020 7:50 AM Reply Helpful (1) Thread Response - more options September 18, 2020 10:58 AM in response
to myles173 Contact Support Apple directly. At least in the US, Apple has several email services if you can without your phone for a while. Start Apple Support Request (Australia) September 18, 2020 10:58 AM Helpful Response Useful Response Thread Response - more options September 18, 2020 12:17 PM in
response to myles173 In response to myles173 Do not try recharging iOS, it does not work. September 18, 2020 12:17 RESPONSE Helpful (1) Thread Response - more options September 18, 2020 3:57 PM in response to myles173 In response to myles173 I have the same problem with my iPhone 7 plus model
MN4V2QN/A, after automatic update of iOS 14 the camera of my iPhone is only black, even in person time, video call fb messenger, whatsapp video call etc, and I have a problem before my internal microphone is not working also after some upgrade.. I also forced to start over, still not working. I'll back up my phone
tonight and see if the hard reset will work, but that's the same result probably as my microphone, not fix it. I think the rumors are true about the company trying to make the owner of the old phone buy a new one. hope they fixed it soon. I know it's not a hardware defect because I used the camera before the update.
Thank you! [Image edited by Moderator] September 18, 2020 3:57 PM Useful Response (4) Thread Response - more options September 18, 2020 5:23 PM in response to JaceGreen This also happened to me after upgrading- iPhone XR - this can't be a software problem for all of us right? It should be a problem with the
September 18, 2020 5:23 PM Response Useful Thread Response - more options September 18, 2020 5:30 pm in response to Ambeeee In Response to Ambee You're Correct, the vast majority of people aren't having any camera problems after the update, so it's unclear what the common factor is. That's why, if you're
experiencing this, it's vitally important that you contact Apple Support directly, because that way they can better cause the problem. Contact - Apple's Official Support September 18, 2020 5:30 Pm Helpful Response (1) Topic Response - More options September 18, 2020 9:57 PM in response to William Kucharski In
response to William Kucharski Thanks again for your time William.I will contact the Apple support team and post my progress on this thread to keep everyone informed. I don't know how this can be solved remotely – Hopefully they can simply develop a patch for this systemic issue. You'll keep everyone informed.
September 18, 2020 9:57 PM Reply Useful Thread Response - more options September 19, 2020 1:21 AM in response to myles173 In response to myles173 Hello restore via itunes did not help. Apple support via chat said to take to apple's authorized service provider and have to pay for the repair :-) September 19,
2020 1:21 AM Response Helpful Response - more options September 19, 2020 2:32 AM in response to peter_watt In response to peter_watt It is not a permanent fix, but there is a way to use your camera if you have this problem. I had a conversation with an advisor last night who told me to turn on my flashlight from
the control center and open the camera app. You need to wait about 15 seconds, but the camera will start working. (Also works for snapchat and and also) I hope this helps. September 19, 2020 2:32 AM Helpful Response (4) Thread Response - More options September 19, 2020 2:33 AM in response to JaceGreen In
Response to JaceGreen Is not a permanent fix, but there is a way to use your camera if you have this problem. I had a conversation with an advisor last night who told me to turn on my flashlight from the control center and open the camera app. You need to wait about 15 seconds, but the camera will start working. (Also
works for snapchat and instagram) I hope this helps. September 19, 2020 2:33 AM Helpful Response (2) Topic Response - More options September 19, 2020 4:45 AM in response to JennZ Tom In Response to JennZ Tom A camera repair in an Apple Store means a replacement phone at its cost. You may want to see if
there is a patch. As this affects only a few iPhone7 sit non-close. No one knows yet. I suggest you at least try Shajeeya's solution (above that) and see if yours connects as well. It can help Apple developers understand the problem. September 19, 2020 4:45 AM Useful Response Thread Response - more options
Sometimes upgrades to a new iOS can be a small buggy, since Apple has not yet solved all the problems for each iPhone. As it is a new feature update, it can cause some accidents and bugs on previous and sometimes newer iPhones as well. This is a common problem with new feature updates and is also faced by
Android updates as well. iOS 14 has been live for a few days. The vast majority of iPhone users have upgraded to this version of iOS. iOS 14 brings many changes in the design and user experience of the iPhone. After the update aired, some users faced issues where the camera is not working properly in iOS 14. Read
also: How to downgrade iOS 14? Learn how you can get back to the iOS 13 Camera not working on iOS 14 It has been reported by several users that your iPhone is experiencing some problems with the camera app. The viewfinder in the app is just showing a black or really blurry screen and there are several issues
being faced with the rear camera as well. This problem is occurring mainly with users of the iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 plus. iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 Plus are not new to these types of update-related issues. In the iOS 13 update, the iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 plus faced the issue where their microphone wasn't working.
Fortunately, some possible fixes have been worked out and can be used to remedy the problem. Read also: iOS 14 Issues: Common Bugs Detected in the latest iPhone-to-camera update fixes that doesn't work on iOS 14 Restart iPhone: Most issues can be solved by restarting your iPhone. Users need to hold the side
power button the volume down button simultaneously until they see only one Apple logo on the screen to restart their iPhones. Exit the app: Sometimes just closing and opening the app again can resolve the issue. Users can double-tap the home button or swipe up from the bottom of the screen to start the app switcher,
depending on the model of the iPhone they they Here they just have to swipe up the app they want to close, i.e. camera app. Open it again from the home screen and it should be working normally. Emptying excess storage: Sometimes when iPhone storage is about to complete, there may be problems. Users can
download this data into iCloud and free up some space on their iPhone to try to fix the problem. iOS 14 downgrade: If the problem persists continuously and there are no fixes, users can choose to downgrade their version to iOS. This is only a possibility if Apple is still digitally subscribing to previous versions of iOS.
Disable NFC reader: It is reported that the newly added NFC reader may be hindering the camera because it uses the camera app for its actions as well. Users can go to the control center options in the settings and remove the NFC reader from the control center to try to fix the problem. Factory Data Reset: The last and
last option for any user would be to completely delete all files and factory reset their iPhone. They can back up their phones before doing this and restore their iPhone with that backup after resetting it. Read also: iOS 14 charging sound: How to change the charging sound in iOS 14? Read also: Best iOS 14 setup guide to
make your iPhone more aesthetically pleasing promotional image source: iSpeedTestOS twitter handle
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